AT COST

Having purchased Mr. Crawford's Interest in the firm of Crawford & Nichols, I will close out the tire stock, consisting of

Dry Goods, Groceries, Boots, Shoes, Hats, Footwear, Hardware, Saddle, Etc.,

AT COST.

This is your opportunity to get genuine BARGAINS. Call and see us.

U. G. NICHOLS, Tolu, K.

The CAMPBELL,

The Best Corn Drill on Earth

Solid Wheel, Heavy Frame, Accurate Drop, Easily Regulated, Steel Collar and Covering Shovels, Lightest Draft.

Most Desirable, Perfect Adjustment. Buy THE CAMPBELL. Take no other and you will get the BEST. Sold only by PIERCE & SON.

A NEW STORE.

At实力, J. H. CLIFTON & SONS, have opened a new stock of Dry Goods at this place and respectfully solicit your patronage.

We keep a splendid assortment of FIRST CLASS GOODS and will sell them at the lowest prices.

J. H. CLIFTON & SONS.

To the Trade,

I have just returned from a hard and long trip to the North, where I made the most careful and accurate measurements of all the leading lines of dry goods. I have found that the leading manufacturers have given me a splendid assortment of goods, and I am sure that they will be found to be the finest in the market.

I am sure that they will be found to be the finest in the market.

To the public at large, I would say that I have made every effort to please you, and I hope that you will come and see me.

I have made every effort to please you, and I hope that you will come and see me.

G. O. GRAY.

CLOSING OUT AT COST.

Having decided to close up and leave the business in the hands of Mr. C. W. STREETER, I will sell the entire stock at retail at the lowest prices.

I will also have a great variety of goods at my disposal, and I am sure that you will find something that suits your fancy.

I am sure that you will find something that suits your fancy.

I will also have a great variety of goods at my disposal, and I am sure that you will find something that suits your fancy.

I will also have a great variety of goods at my disposal, and I am sure that you will find something that suits your fancy.

G. O. GRAY.
HERE'S TO YOU, AND WE MEAN IT.
If you appreciate a good bargain, come in and see us, you don't stay out, and buy at another place as we try to save money for our customers who appreciate our good feelings. We don't sell for glory, we want a profit on everything, but we are no hogs and like to handle money well enough to handle lots and often; so if you need Clothing, Boots and Shoes, Hats or Notions, try and remember that we always lead not only in prices but in quantity as well as quality.

We make a specialty of CLOTHING, and don't you forget it. Come and See for Yourself.

Sam Guighenheit.

LOCAL ADVERTISMENT
A. C. Gilbert, Agent.
Marion, Ky.

CRIDER & CRIDER.
Chattanooga
Chilled Plow.

The Finest Implement on Earth.
Steel Frame, so solid to wear out. Anti Friction Steel Bearings.

THE TIGER DISC HARRROW.
No side draft. Further advantage of going lower. Here's the adjusting:
A SPRING SEAT is motorized to side a wheel. Notice our indisputable points of superiority over all others.
The first adjustable disc principle. Optional adjustments, indefinitely pleasing, absolutely no side draft, ground adjusted by lever, a spring unit. Only high-priced plows can be made to have this feature.

CRIDER & CRIDER.
Chattanooga
Chilled Plow.

A. C. Gilbert, Agent.
Marion, Ky.

The New Crown.

We are now selling the New Crown sewing machines, the best and most easily operated machines on the market. No rival. Fast running, bad mechanisms, dense furniture, best generators, very cheap. Examine the New Crown before you buy.

Pierce & Son

The only harrow on earth holding absolutely a neck weight. Adjustable. Shoulder guards. No danger of choking or at constant stationary cleaner.

The Finest Implement on Earth.
Steel Frame, so solid to wear out.

Anti Friction Steel Bearings.

THE TIGER DISC HARRROW.
No side draft. Further advantage of going lower. Here's the adjusting:
A SPRING SEAT is motorized to side a wheel. Notice our indisputable points of superiority over all others.
The first adjustable disc principle. Optional adjustments, indefinitely pleasing, absolutely no side draft, ground adjusted by lever, a spring unit. Only high-priced plows can be made to have this feature.
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To the Trade.

To the Trade.

FLOUR FLOUR
150 bbls
THAT MUST BE SOLD.

We have just received the above quantity of flour, which is a choice and fine grade, and will close out at a very low price.

Flour

For Sale.

CLOSING OUT AT COST.

We will pay your patronage this season by clearing out our stock of Millinery Goods.

LADIES' MILLINERY.

G. C. GRAY.

New Millinery Goods.

I have just received a new and handsome stock of millinery goods, and all will be sold at a great sacrifice.

L. C. LANGLEY.

CLOTHING OUT.

We are closing out our stock of clothing at a sacrifice.

The Academy.

The Academy, the most popular institution in the city, has announced that it will close its doors on May 1st. This will be the last meeting of the season, and all members are advised to make arrangements for the next season.

J. B. THOMAS.

The Millinery.

The Millinery, the leading store in the city, has announced that it will close its doors on May 1st. This will be the last meeting of the season, and all members are advised to make arrangements for the next season.

J. B. THOMAS.

Good News For the Ladies.

Mrs. F. W. Loving

THE MILLINERY.

Hats, Bonnets and Trimmings.

Her Prices Are Very Low.

To Save Money Buy You

BOOTS & SHOES.

And Gents Furnishing Goods at

HEADQUARTERS.

I have the largest stock, the greatest variety, and lowest prices. If you want a coat or overcoat, or a suit, or a pair of trousers, or a pair of shoes, or anything else, you will find them at my place.

T. P. FLAMAR & SONS,

MARION, KY.

TAKE NOTICE.

IN THE FIELD AGAIN.

I have opened a New Stock of goods in best mass and best cut, where I will at all times keep a First Class stock of all kinds of

CONFECTIONERIES.

As well as Cereal Goods, Syrups, Pies, Cakes and Cookies, with a large assortment of BAKERY & RESTAURANT

Bakery and Restaurant.

In the Field Again.

W. H. HUNN,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGON

Hepton, Ky.

The Best in the World.

The "DAVIS."""